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Breaking Down the Cameras
of a Mobile Video Solution
for Private Security Services
Mobile video solutions are becoming more commonplace in the security
industry. While the interactions within the security industry differ slightly
from those in law enforcement, the reasons for implementing a mobile
video solution are fairly similar.
Security officers may have to defuse an altercation between civilians or
chase after a perpetrator just like a police officer. The significant difference
is security officers don’t respond to 911 calls or other emergencies but still
could be involved in other high-pressure situations.

What is a Mobile Video Solution?

Simply put, a mobile video solution is a set of cameras and DVRs (digital
video recorders) implemented to record around moving objects, whether
it’s side-, rear- and forward-facing cameras on a vehicle or a body-worn
camera on an officer. This differs from CCTV, which is stationary and only
records one specific area.

Body-worn Cameras Capture Every Detail

Body-worn cameras, typically mounted on the officer’s upper chest, are
designed to closely replicate the officer’s point of view. Some bodyworn cameras can be attached to sunglasses or the brim of a baseball
cap, but those cameras can be easily removed during an altercation, so
depending on the environment, they may not be the best option.
Security officers deal with civilians and need a camera that cannot be
easily removed. The last thing an officer needs to worry about is whether
their camera that was forcibly removed recorded the incident at hand.
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Vehicle Cameras Offer 360° Coverage

In addition to body-worn cameras, security companies could opt to install cameras on their vehicles. These
cameras, which record on each exterior side as well as the interior, monitor incidents from every angle to
give you 360° coverage.
Continuous recording can be set up to record as soon as the ignition switch is on and stay on for a set
number of minutes after the ignition is off, meaning you won’t miss a crucial event. Some mobile video
solutions also include a monitor in the vehicle so the driver can see their blind spots for maneuvers such
as reversing or making tight turns.
Whether it’s patrol or guard services, bodyguard or surveillance officers, Pro-Vision’s mobile video
solutions protect your personnel and give them the tools they need to do their jobs effectively.
About Pro-Vision
Founded in 2003, Pro-Vision is a leading video technology solutions provider trusted by thousands of
organizations in 58 countries. Pro-Vision solutions include vehicle video recording systems, body-worn
cameras, data management and cloud-based storage solutions. Pro-Vision’s transit, law enforcement and
commercial partners utilize these solutions to enhance safety, increase productivity and protect critical assets.
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